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Review of 2011-2013 Strategic Plan
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PAR-BC made significant progress on a number of strategic priority 
objectives in the 2010-2013 strategic plan, and looks forward to pursuing 
further achievement with the 2013-2016 strategic plan.

STRATEGIC PRIORITY #2
To address residents’ educational and wellbeing needs

PAR-BC has continually sought to improve the distributed medical education experience 
by hosting socials and conducting site visits to ensure distributed residents are connected 
and engaged with PAR-BC and their colleagues. PAR-BC has improved professional 
development for residents by offering study sessions and workshops on relevant topics such 
as incorporation and transitioning into practice. Other workshops focused on wellbeing 
issues such as taxes, healthy cooking, and parenting during residency.

STRATEGIC PRIORITY #3
To act as a meaningful voice for residents within the healthcare system

PAR-BC worked to improve their relationship with key stakeholders and to increase 
collaborations with organizations like CAIR, UBC, and BCMA. PAR-BC was successful in 
establishing two joint implementation committees, which provided an avenue to discuss 
academic and employment issues with both the Employer and UBC. Through meetings 
with government officials and media campaigns, PAR-BC increased resident recognition in 
healthcare. PAR-BC looks forward to strengthening these ties and creating new ones.

STRATEGIC PRIORITY #1
To advance residents’ interests in contractual matters

PAR-BC pursued the three-year call room improvement plan, and provided items to 
resident call rooms and lounges, such as couches, foosball tables, coffee makers and dishes. 
In the final year of the plan the focus was on providing wellbeing materials, such as fitness 
equipment and magazines. These improvements enhanced working conditions across the 
province. PAR-BC looks to build on this success in the new strategic plan by completing 
negotiations, and redesigning the website to improve accessibility. 
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Priority

CONTRACT
Advance residents’ interests 

in contractual matters

COMMUNICATION
Strengthen communications 
and transparency between 

residents and PAR-BC

COLLABORATION
Enhance and establish 

working relationships with 
external bodies

Actions

1. Achieve fair 
compensation and 
improve working 
conditions

2. Recognize differences in 
educational experiences 
and accommodate 
accordingly

3. Establish a safe, reliable 
support system that 
protects residents 
from unfair or difficult 
situations

1. Keep residents 
informed of PAR-BC 
accomplishments and 
current events

2. Be efficient in our means 
of communication

3. Involve residents and 
encourage feedback

1. Improve resident 
educational experiences 
by strengthening ties 
with the University of 
British Columbia (UBC)

2. Improve PAR-
BC influence by 
strengthening ties with 
stakeholders and health 
authorities

3. Improve PAR-BC 
publicity by 
strengthening ties with 
the government

Indicators

• Improved contract 
through progressive 
negotiations in 2014

• Negotiated program 
specific provisions

• Increased use of current 
PAR-BC support systems

• Regular communications 
to membership

• Relevant content in 
publications and online

• Increased committee 
memberships

• Regular resident-created 
content in PAR-BC 
publications

• Increased collaboration 
with UBC

• Increased 
communication with 
government officials

• Resource sharing with 
health authorities to 
meet mutually beneficial 
goals

• Creation of joint 
programs to meet 
resident needs

Overview of 2013-2016 Strategic Plan
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ADVANCE RESIDENTS’ INTERESTS IN CONTRACTUAL MATTERS

Priority

CONTRACT
Advance residents’ interests 

in contractual matters

COMMUNICATION
Strengthen communications 
and transparency between 

residents and PAR-BC

COLLABORATION
Enhance and establish 

working relationships with 
external bodies

Actions

1. Achieve fair 
compensation and 
improve working 
conditions

2. Recognize differences in 
educational experiences 
and accommodate 
accordingly

3. Establish a safe, reliable 
support system that 
protects residents 
from unfair or difficult 
situations

1. Keep residents 
informed of PAR-BC 
accomplishments and 
current events

2. Be efficient in our means 
of communication

3. Involve residents and 
encourage feedback

1. Improve resident 
educational experiences 
by strengthening ties 
with the University of 
British Columbia (UBC)

2. Improve PAR-
BC influence by 
strengthening ties with 
stakeholders and health 
authorities

3. Improve PAR-BC 
publicity by 
strengthening ties with 
the government

Indicators

• Improved contract 
through progressive 
negotiations in 2014

• Negotiated program 
specific provisions

• Increased use of current 
PAR-BC support systems

• Regular communications 
to membership

• Relevant content in 
publications and online

• Increased committee 
memberships

• Regular resident-created 
content in PAR-BC 
publications

• Increased collaboration 
with UBC

• Increased 
communication with 
government officials

• Resource sharing with 
health authorities to 
meet mutually beneficial 
goals

• Creation of joint 
programs to meet 
resident needs

1

Action #1
Achieve fair compensation and 
improve working conditions.

Method
lConduct thorough bargaining research 

well in advance of bargaining date.
lEstablish bargaining goals that encompass results 

of research and resident surveying.
lNegotiate to the best of our abilities and resources, 

in order to achieve all of our bargaining goals.

Action #2
Recognize differences in  

educational experiences and  
accommodate accordingly.

Method
lInvolve the Council of Program 

Representatives in order to ensure the interests of 
diverse programs are represented.
lEnsure compensation is fair across specialties and 

locations by utilizing the Distributed Medical 
Education Committee to promote fairness.
lContinue visits to distributed sites to 

address resident concerns.
lEnsure all residents have equal 

access to PAR-BC support.

Action #3
Establish a safe, reliable 

support system that protects 
residents from unfair or difficult 

situations.

Method
lAll actions should be grounded in ethical values
lAddress complaints due to contract violation in a 
prompt and professional manner.
lAddress residents’ wellbeing and educational 

needs through initiatives such as professional 
development workshops and exam 

preparation.
lEmphasize transparency during 

bargaining.

We will know we are successful when...
• We negotiate an improved contract in 2014
• Program specific provisions are addressed in negotiations
• We have increased the use of current PAR-BC support systems
• Equality of pay amongst provinces is ensured
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Strategic Priority #2
STRENGTHEN COMMUNICATION AND TRANSPARENCY 

BETWEEN RESIDENTS AND PAR-BC

2

Action #1
Keep residents informed of 

PAR-BC accomplishments and 
current events.

Method
lEnhance website structure so information is 

accessible and relevant.
lContinue with bi-weekly emails, Rounds, keeping it 
concise and informative, to increase readership.
lContinue with Pulse newsletter, including 

resident input where possible.
lBridge the Communications Committee 

and Advocacy Committee in order to 
promote PAR-BC accomplishments 

to residents.

Action #2
Be efficient in our means of 

communication.

Method
lBuild and implement a communications 

strategy.
lMaintain an updated database of residents, 

including contact information.
lThe Advocacy Committee should update residents 

with PAR-BC initiatives, planned or undertaken, 
when necessary.

Action #3
Involve residents’ voices and 
encourage resident feedback.

Method
lEnsure resident participation in decision-

making process by requesting feedback.
lContinue initiatives that are well received, such as 

contests and membership discounts.
lExplore new initiatives for facilitating resident 

involvement.

We will know we are successful when...
• A new website is launched and a communication strategy is implemented
• Readership for regular communications is consistently over 50%
• Committee membership is increased
• A full Council of Program Representatives is formed
• There is regular resident-created content in PAR-BC publications
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Strategic Priority #2
STRENGTHEN COMMUNICATION AND TRANSPARENCY 

BETWEEN RESIDENTS AND PAR-BC

Strategic Priority #3
ENHANCE AND ESTABLISH WORKING RELATIONSHIPS 

WITH EXTERNAL BODIES

3

Action #1
Improve residents’ educational 

experiences by strengthening ties 
with University of British Columbia

Method
lCollaborate with UBC to introduce a 

mentorship program, to alleviate the transition 
from medical student to resident.
lCollaborate with UBC to ensure residents’ 

professional development needs are met.
lLiaise with UBC residency programs to 

ensure educational training meets the 
standards of PAR-BC and satisfies the 

needs of residents.

Action #2
Improve PAR-BC influence 
by strengthening ties with 

stakeholders and health authorities

Method
lEngage stakeholders and health authorities in 

discourses regarding improving communication 
and delivery of service.
lCollaborate with stakeholders and health 

authorities to share resources and reach mutually 
beneficial goals.

Action #3
Improve PAR-BC publicity 

by strengthening ties with the 
government.

Method
lIncrease communication with government 

officials so that they are aware of both PAR-BC and 
the impact of resident physicians.
lBe an active voice in the public domain so that the 

general population can identify and appreciate 
the role of residents.
lUtilize different and cost-effective forms 

of advertisement to increase awareness.

We will know we are successful when...
• We introduce a mentorship program
• We host professional development events with UBC
• Our relationship with external stakeholders is strengthened
• Our meetings with government officials result in an increase of PAR-BC’s profile
• PAR-BC and resident-related content is published on a variety of media platforms



Purpose

Mission Statement

Values

The purpose of PAR-BC is to support residents in fulfilling their education to become 
well-informed, prepared and professional physicians.

Professional Association of Residents of British Columbia

To advocate for contractual matters
To support members’ education and encourage excellence in the teaching environment

To promote its members’ professional, personal and financial well-being
To foster collegiality among its members throughout British Columbia

To facilitate collaboration with the community and other professional groups

Fairness
Respect
Unity

Professionalism

2010 - 401 West Georgia St, Vancouver, BC, V6B 5A1
604-876-7636  | www.par-bc.org | par@par-bc.org


